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Abstract: This paper examines techniques for modeling relationships among domain concepts and practices in discourse to assess learning in a CSCL environment. We compare two approaches: a traditional psychometric approach, which models the global correlation structure of student discourse markers across the learning intervention, and a model that accounts for the local correlation structure of discourse markers within activities. We investigate whether: (a) analysis of local correlation structure can identify significant differences between novices and relative experts; (b) these differences reflect meaningful differences the discourse; and (c) analysis of global correlation structure can identify significant differences between novices and relative experts. We assess whether an approach that models local relationships among concepts in a domain provides useful information beyond what might be extracted from a more traditional modeling approach. Our results indicate that techniques that account for local correlation structure can identify patterns in discourse not reflected in global correlation structure.
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Introduction
Digital learning environments capture student discourse as they interact with mentors and peers to solve complex problems (Boulos, 2006). This poses a challenge for assessment of student work. While logged discourse contains concepts from the domain in which the problem is situated, what makes discourse better is typically not just that it contains more domain concepts, or even that it contains different concepts. Chi et. al.’s classic study of expertise in physics problems (1981), for example, found that experts organize their understanding differently than novices do. Similarly Bransford et. al. (1999) showed that experts have acquired a great deal of content knowledge that is organized in ways that reflect a deep understanding of their subject matter.

In other words, the ability to solve complex problems depends not only on having access to domain concepts, but also in understanding the appropriate relationships among them — and being able to mobilize those relationships in the context of real-world problem solving.

To assess complex thinking therefore may require constructing models of the way students use their understanding of the relationships among domain concepts during the problem solving process. In this paper, we look at two classes of mathematical models that can be used to measure this kind of connectivity in discourse. One is a class of models commonly used in educational research that looks at connectivity within the discourse as a whole — that is, the global relationship among concepts within students’ discourse. The second approach is a more novel modeling tool that is sensitive to how concepts are related to one another within individual topics or activities within the discourse — that is the local relationship among concepts.

In what follows, we examine these two modeling approaches. In particular we look to see (1) whether the local relationship model can identify statistically significant differences between groups of novices and experts; (2) whether the statistically significant differences are meaningful on a closer qualitative analysis of the data; and (3) whether this same difference is identified in a global relationship model.

That is, we assess whether an approach that models local relationships among concepts in a domain provides useful information beyond what might be extracted from a more traditional modeling approach.

Theory
For several decades, work in the Learning Sciences has examined how complex thinking in a domain involves not only mastering basic skills and concepts, learning how these skills and concepts are systematically linked to one another. Summarizing a broad range of studies, Bransford et. al. (1999) describe the difference between experts and novices as being less about the amount of information that experts have then it is about the way that experts organize the knowledge that they have. diSessa (1988), for example, suggests that that while solving physics problems does require understanding basic concepts from the discipline, deep and systematic understanding comes from linking those concepts to one another within a theoretical framework. Novices have what diSessa describes as “knowledge in pieces,” whereas experts understand the connections among different elements of the domain. Shaffer (2004) similarly characterizes learning as the development of an epistemic frame: a pattern of associations
among knowledge, skills, habits of mind, and other cognitive elements that characterizes communities of practice, or groups of people who share similar ways of framing, investigating, and solving complex problems.

In other words, a good model of expertise needs to characterize way in which an individual (or group of individuals) understand the relationships among elements in the domain. To do so, of course, requires some context in which these relationships would be expressed: some record of how individuals approach problems in the domain. This might involve think-aloud protocols (Chi, 1997), problems that require students to “show their work” (McNeil, 2009), or records of group discussions during problem solving (Hmelo-Silver, 2004). That is, characterizing an individual’s understanding of the relationships among concepts and practices in a domain requires some record of work that can be analyzed. This record of work — which is often in the form of a logfile (Peled, 1999) or transcript — then needs to be annotated or coded for evidence of the key concepts and practices of interest. And finally, a model needs to be created that accounts for the relationships among the concepts and practices as reflected in these codes.

Traditional psychometric techniques provide several possible approaches to characterizing relationships of this kind. In theory, one could use correlation matrices to show the correlation structure of the codes based on their frequency in the logfile. However, it is difficult to compare multiple correlation matrices simultaneously due to the large amount of information contained within even a relatively small matrix (Alper, 2013) — which perhaps explains why the review we conducted did not find any examples analyzing concept-concept relations by comparing correlation matrices in the literature. Statistical techniques for analyzing the structure of correlation matrices can reduce the amount of information, making comparison possible, but summary statistics obtained from these techniques are geared towards analysis of single matrices (Cudeck, 1989). Thus, simultaneous comparison of many correlation matrices remains an active topic of research in quantitative methods and data visualization (Alper, 2013; Elmqvist, 2008).

Because it is difficult to compare correlation matrices, education researchers often use dimensional reduction techniques to analyze relationships as linear combinations of observed variables (Hall, 1977). For example, Beishuizen et. al. (2001) analyzed relationships among concepts in an essay writing activity. They identified the concepts of interest and computed the frequencies with which the concepts occurred in each essay. To identify which concept-concept relations were most common, they used a dimensional reduction to group concepts based on the structure of correlations in concept frequencies.

While there are many dimensional reduction techniques in the literature — including principal components analysis, factor analysis, item response theory, multidimensional scaling, and diagnostic classification models — most dimensional reduction techniques are similar in that they model correlation structure across all the data for a given unit of analysis. That is, they characterize the global correlation structure (GCS) of the data. In the analysis conducted by Beishuizen and colleagues (2001), for example, all correlations within each essay were considered equally meaningful.

In some cases, however, this approach may not accurately operationalize the relationships learners form among concepts. For example, research on discourse processing suggests that connections between concepts may be made primarily on a topic-by-topic basis rather than across discourse as a whole. Gernsbacher (1991; see also Graesser, Gernsbacher, and Goldman, 1997) argues that meaning is constructed through the hierarchical organization of ideas. A key element of this theory is that coherent discourse is structured by topic, with utterances having clear relationships to other utterances within topics, and few or no relationships across topics. Put another way, meaning is often localized within topics, and thus a model of how learners connect concepts to one another needs to account for this topic-based or localized correlation structure (LCS) of discourse.

One example of an approach that measures LCS’s is Epistemic Network Analysis (ENA), a suite of tools that can be used for identifying and quantifying connections among elements in coded data and representing them in dynamic network models. A key feature of ENA is that it enables researchers compare networks, both visually and through summary statistics that reflect the weighted structure of connections. ENA can be used to address a wide range of qualitative and quantitative research questions.

In this study, we look at a specific discourse context to explore whether GCS and LCS models suggest different interpretations of the discourse — and if so, which provides a more useful representation of the salient features of the data. That is, we examine the difference between a dimensional reduction technique that is insensitive to topical structure and a technique that is sensitive to topical structure. To do this, we analyze the chat discourse of high school and college students in Land Science, a virtual internship in which students work at a fictitious urban planning firm to solve an authentic urban redevelopment problem using two approaches: (1) We use epistemic network analysis (ENA), which models the structure of relationships among domain concepts and practices using correlation structures that account for the topical structure of the discourse; (2) we then analyze the global correlation structures in the frequencies of these domain concepts and practices in the same data using
principal components analysis (PCA). We compare the results of these analyses to determine whether and to what extent the two approaches find different structures of connections in student discourse. Specifically, we ask:

RQ1: Are there statistically significant differences between novices’ and relative experts’ local correlation structures that can be detected using ENA?
RQ2: Are there meaningful differences between novices’ and relative experts’ local correlation structures?
RQ3: Does PCA detect these same differences in local correlation structure by measuring global correlation structures?

Methods

Land Science: A virtual internship in urban planning
In the virtual internship Land Science (Shaffer, 2008; Bagley, 2010; Bagley, 2015), students play the role of interns at Regional Design Associates, a fictional urban and regional planning firm. Their task is to develop a rezoning plan for the city of Lowell, Massachusetts that addresses the requests of various stakeholder groups. Students assess stakeholder preferences to understand what community members desire in terms of socio-economic and ecological issues. Not all of the stakeholders’ competing concerns can be met, so students must make decisions about which demands to meet and how to meet them. To make these decisions, students discuss options with their project teams via online chat, and they use professional tools, such as a geographic information system model of Lowell and preference surveys, to model the effects of land-use changes and obtain stakeholder feedback. At the end of the internship, students write a proposal in which they present and justify their rezoning plans.

Coding of student chats in the Land Science logfile
All actions and interactions that occur during implementations of Land Science are recorded in a log file. In this analysis, we focus on the chat conversations that students had while solving the rezoning problem. The logfile contains team chat conversations (41,332 lines of chat in total) from 265 students who used Land Science, including high school students (novices) (N = 110) and college students (relative experts) enrolled in an introductory urban science course (N = 155). The chat utterances were coded for 17 concepts and practices from the epistemic frame of urban planning, including:

Knowledge of stakeholder representation – knowledge of stakeholders, whose requests pertain to social, economic, and environmental issues
Skills and practices urban planning using tools of the domain – discussion or actions involving the tools – broadly defined – of the urban planning domain, such as a virtual site visit to key regions in the city, a stakeholder preference survey, and iPlan, a geographic information system-enabled zoning model
Data-based justifications – justifications using data such as graphs, results tables, numerical values, or research papers

We used an automated coding process based on conjunctive keyword and expression matches that was previously developed and validated (Bagley & Shaffer, 2015; Nash & Shaffer, 2011). Next, we analyzed the coded chats of relative experts and novices using ENA to measure the development of connections among elements of the urban planning epistemic frame. Then, we analyzed correlation structures in the relative frequencies with which students used these elements by PCA.

Epistemic network analysis (ENA)

Epistemic Network Analysis (ENA) is a method of identifying and quantifying connections among elements in coded data and representing them in dynamic network models. ENA enables researchers to compare networks, both visually and through summary statistics that reflect the weighted structure of connections.

To create network models of individual students’ discourse, ENA creates a series of adjacency matrices for each student. Each adjacency matrix represents the co-occurrence of codes in one student’s discourse during a single activity. The adjacency matrices are binary, meaning that co-occurrences of codes are indicated simply as present or absent: If two codes co-occur in an activity, a 1 is placed in the cell in the adjacency matrix for that activity that corresponds to the intersection of the two codes; cells for codes that do not co-occur in the activity...
receive a 0. Binary accumulation of co-occurrences is appropriate in this study because a student who says something twice as much does not necessarily understand it twice as well.

Each adjacency matrix thus represents the relations among the different urban planning concepts or practices made by one student in one activity, which means that each student is represented by a series of adjacency matrices. To identify the structure of connections made by each student, the adjacency matrices are summed into a cumulative adjacency matrix, where each cell represents the number of activities in which the unique pair of codes was present. The data set used for this study contained 17 activities coded for 18 urban planning epistemic frame elements. Thus, the cumulative adjacency matrix for a given student is the summation of 17 adjacency matrices, each with 153 (18 choose 2) possible unique co-occurrences of codes.

Once ENA creates the set of cumulative adjacency matrices for all the students in the data set, each matrix is converted into an adjacency vector by copying the cells from the upper diagonal of the matrix row by row into a single vector. These vectors exist in a high-dimensional space such that each dimension represents a unique pairing of two codes.

ENA spherically normalizes the adjacency vectors to calculate the relative frequencies of co-occurrence. In this high-dimensional ENA space, each adjacency vector represents the pattern of associations of a single unit, and the length of a vector is potentially affected by the number of activities that are contained in the student’s discourse. More activities are likely to produce more co-occurrences, which results in longer vectors. This is problematic because two vectors may represent the same patterns of association, and thus point in the same direction, but represent different numbers of activities, and thus have different lengths. ENA solves this problem by spherically normalizing the vectors to unit Euclidean length. The resulting normalized vectors thus quantify for a student the relative frequencies of co-occurrence of codes independent of the number of activities in the model for any given student.

ENA then performs a dimensional reduction via singular value decomposition. (A singular value decomposition is similar to a principal components analysis, but it does not rescale the data.) This provides a rotation of the original high-dimensional ENA space, such that the reduced number of dimensions in the rotated space capture the maximum variance in the data. For every student in the data, ENA creates a point that is the location of the normalized vector under the singular value decomposition.

Finally, ENA positions the network nodes. Normally with dimensional reduction techniques, the basis vectors, or the loadings, would tell us how to interpret the positions of points in the space. However, these basis vectors represent connections between codes in the original data. That is, each point represents one of the cells in the cumulative adjacency matrix. That makes it hard to interpret, because if we have 18 codes, as in this study, then we can have up to 153 basis vectors, each of which corresponds to a unique co-occurrence of codes. To interpret the dimensions of this rotated space, ENA uses an optimization routine to position nodes in ENA space such that for any student, the centroid of the student’s network model, corresponding to the student’s cumulative adjacency matrix, is as close as possible to the location of the projected point. The utility of this correspondence is that we can compare the structures of networks by comparing the locations of their projected points. Projected points are positioned such that their associated networks will have their strongest connections distributed as weightings relative to the positions their projected points. Thus, the position of a point in ENA space summarizes the structure of connections in the networks being modeled.

The result is that: the ENA dimensional reduction models the variance among the different networks being analyzed; the corresponding network graphs allow us to interpret the significance of the locations of points in the ENA model; and we can interpret what aspects of the network structure explain the differences between units in the model.

Principal components analysis (PCA)
We computed the frequencies of each student’s codes in the logfile and performed a principal components analysis using the R language’s prcomp function. The code frequencies were standardized such that the variance in the frequencies of each code was equal to one, and the dimensionality of the code frequency space was reduced by singular value decomposition. Student code frequencies were then projected into the reduced principal component space.
Results

RQ1: Are there statistically significant differences between novices’ and relative experts’ local correlation structures that can be detected using ENA?

We computed the structure of connections made by each student using ENA and projected them into the space created by the dimensional reduction. Figure 1 shows the projected points of each student’s network in ENA space. The projected points showed statistically significant differences between novices (blue) and relative experts (red) on both the first dimension (mean\textsubscript{expert} = –0.123, mean\textsubscript{novice} = 0.088; \( t = 7.446, p < 0.001, \text{Cohen’s d} = 0.969 \)) and the second dimension (mean\textsubscript{expert} = –0.023, mean\textsubscript{novice} = 0.032; \( t = –2.031, p = 0.043, \text{Cohen’s d} = –0.258 \)).

![Figure 1. ENA scatter plot showing novice (blue) and relative expert (red). Each point is a single student; the squares are group means; the boxes are 95% confidence intervals (t-distribution) on each dimension; the numbers in parentheses indicate the percentage of variance in the data accounted for by that dimension.](image)

To investigate which connections accounted for the differences between the two groups, we compared their mean epistemic networks. One of the most salient differences between the mean networks was in connections to data-based justifications (lower right in Figure 2; complementary colors indicate connections with data-based justifications). The novice network (blue) showed that data-based justifications were connected only with knowledge elements, while the relative expert network showed that data-based justifications were connected with knowledge elements, skills and actions, and other justification codes. In other words, relative experts made more and more diverse connections to data-based justifications than novices. To understand the meaning of these differences in local correlation structure, we analyzed instances of data-based justification in the student chats.
Figure 2. Mean ENA network diagrams showing the connections made by the two groups of students described in Figure 1. Novices (left) connected data-based justifications with knowledge elements; relative experts (right) connected data-based justifications with knowledge elements as well as with skills and other justifications.

RQ2: Are these differences meaningful on closer qualitative analysis of the data?

In one activity in *Land Science*, students are introduced to *iPlan*, the geographic information system tool with which they model how zoning changes affect the socioeconomic and environmental indicators that the stakeholders care about. Students made changes to their plans and observed the effects of changes on the indicator graphs. After finalizing their changes, students used the chat tool to participate in a reflective discussion with their assigned mentors.

In the chat discussions, novices made connections primarily between (1) knowledge of urban planning concepts and practices and (2) data-based justifications. One novice (below) explained the stakeholder Hao’s request (red, knowledge of stakeholder representation) and explained the warrant for this request (blue italics: data, blue underline: the warrant).

Hao says that the number of Baltimore Orioles is decreasing as a result of the development of the town. She claims that an environment that is not healthy for birds is not healthy for us.

This connection between stakeholder representation and warranting a stakeholder request on the basis of data obtained in *iPlan*’s graph indicator for animal life population is an example of novices justifying domain-relevant knowledge using data.

While novices connected data-based justifications with domain-relevant knowledge, relative experts connected data-based justifications with a wider range of the domain's concepts and practices, indicating a more sophisticated grasp of the domain. For example (below), in the same activity, a relative expert asserted that, whatever her team’s next changes in their plan might be, they must increase the amount of housing (red, skills with urban planning tools). The expert justifies her assertion (blue italics: data-based warrant) by appeal to socioeconomic issues (population), environmental issues (runoff), which she can know only by making adjustments with *iPlan* and observing changes in graph indicators.

Going back to Colby's original question, I think the plan may be forced to increase housing anyways, due to the increasing population, and the runoff is inevitable.

Thus, in this example, the relative expert built a data-based argument for a design decision in the domain. In contrast, the novice made a data-based argument to justify a specific piece of knowledge he had acquired. The same distinction is seen as well for other types of justification than those based on data. Figure 3 depicts the same mean networks as Figure 2, but the only connections shown are those to justification codes. As was the case with
data-based justifications, relative novices connect other types of justifications primarily with knowledge elements, whereas relative experts connect justifications with knowledge, skills and actions, and other justification codes.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3. Mean ENA network diagrams of novices (left) and relative experts (right) showing only connections to justification codes. All other connections are hidden.

**RQ3: Does PCA detect these same differences in local correlation structure by measuring global correlation structures?**

We investigated whether there were differences in the correlation structures of the code frequencies of novices and relative experts using a common dimensional reduction technique, PCA. We computed students’ code frequencies, created a reduced space using PCA, and projected the code frequencies into this space. Significance tests did not show significant differences between the novices’ and relative experts projections on either PCA component one (mean novice = -0.0814, mean expert = -0.2252; t = 0.6625, p = 0.5083) or PCA component two (mean novice = -0.08983, mean expert = 0.2529; t = -1.5774, p = 0.1159). In other words, the result obtained above using ENA that models using the local nature of students’ cognitive connections in discourse is not show by PCA, which relies on correlation structures in code frequencies overall in each students’ data.

**Discussion**

Our results showed that ENA was able to detect meaningful differences in the logged discourse of *Land Science* where PCA was not. Our PCA approach, which measured the global correlation structures in the frequencies of concepts and practices from the urban planning domain as they appeared in the student discourse, was unable to distinguish the novices from relative experts. ENA, which measured concepts’ local correlation structures within activities, was able to make this distinction. Moreover, these distinctions were meaningful in a qualitative analysis of the data. In sum, our results support the claims of diSessa, Shaffer, and others, that student discourse is appropriately analyzed using correlation structures, and more appropriately analyzed using correlation structures that are sensitive to local contexts in which concepts are connected to one another.

This study had several limitations. First, we compared one example of an approach which measures local correlation structures and one example of an approach that measures global correlation structures, although PCA is a very common tool used for analysis of global correlation structure and there are few examples besides ENA of techniques that systematically model local correlation structure in discourse. There is also, of course, the problem that this study is based on the analysis of only one data source. Despite these limitations, however, the work here suggests local correlation structure-based approaches may be more appropriate than traditional global correlation structure-based methods for assessing that assessment student discourse.
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